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Abstract— In this paper we introduce the model of a Lon-
gitudinal Vectored Thrust Vertical Take Off and Landing
(LVT-VTOL) aircraft. We believe that the proposed model,
while described by reasonably tractable equations, captures
several interesting dynamic features of new generation vectored
thrust aerial vehicles with new maneuvering capabilities as,
in particular, the ability of vertical take off and landing and
transition to a (classical) forward flight configuration. We
characterize the equilibrium manifold of the LVT-VTOL in
the entire range of operation (from hover to forward flight).
Then, as main contribution of the paper, we propose an optimal
control based strategy to explore the trajectory manifold (the
set of possibly aggressive trajectories) of the proposed model. To
show the effectiveness of the exploration strategy, we compute
a full transition from hover to forward flight.

I. INTRODUCTION

An interesting frontier in the design of aerial vehicles is the
development of novel aircraft configurations that allow for a
richer set of maneuvering capabilities. Inspired from standard
architectures, designers are trying to develop new configura-
tions that include in a unique vehicle the capabilities of rotor
vehicles (mainly vertical take off and landing), fixed wing
vehicles (agility in forward flight and energy efficiency) and
thrusted vectored aircrafts (aggressive maneuvering).

The twin tilt-rotor V22-Osprey is certainly one of the
most famous fixed wing aircrafts with vertical take off and
landing capabilities. Recently, novel architectures have been
proposed with a unique tilting rotor suitably placed in the
fixed wing structure, see, e.g., patents [1], [2] and [3]. The
control literature on tilt-rotor aircrafts is almost absent. In [4]
and [5] a neural network and a backstepping based control
law were proposed for a twin tilt-rotor architecture. In [6]
the design, modeling, control and flight testing of a novel
tilting wing quadrotor was presented. In [7] a nine degrees
of freedom tilt-rotor aircraft model, inspired to the prototype
proposed in patent [2], was introduced and analyzed when
operating from near hover to forward flight maneuvers.

A wider literature can be found on vertical take off and
landing aircrafts with capabilities of transition to forward
flight. The well known flying wing Caltech Ducted Fan,
developed at Caltech, was introduced in [8] and control
strategies for transition maneuvers from hover to forward
flight were studied in later works, see, e.g., [9]. More recently
a novel architecture of a ducted fan UAV (Uninhabited Aerial
Vehicle) was introduced in [10]. In [11] optimal transition
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maneuvers for the UAV are computed by using a suitable
optimization strategy.

In this paper we want to propose a simple longitudinal
aircraft model that captures the main interesting features of
aerial vehicle having: (i) an orientable thrust, (ii) vertical
take off and landing capabilities, and (iii) capability of
transitioning to a forward flight configuration. With such a
model in hand we want to explore different dynamic and
aerodynamic regimes. In particular, we aim at understanding
how to design trajectories that involve a complete transition
from hover to forward flight. The main contribution of the
paper is threefold. First, we introduce a planar model of
a Longitudinal Vectored Thrust VTOL aircraft suitable for
optimization and control. We call this model LVT-VTOL.
Second, we characterize the equilibrium manifold of the
LVT-VTOL aircraft. That is, we study stationary (trimming)
trajectories of the vehicle over the entire operating region.
In particular, we focus on the two extreme regions, namely
hover and forward flight and show what happens in the over-
lapping region. Third, we explore the dynamic capabilities
of the vehicle by use of optimal control tools. We provide a
strategy to compute non-stationary trajectories of the LVT-
VTOL, based on the Projection Operator Newton method
for optimization of trajectory functionals, [12]. To show the
effectiveness of this tool we compute a complete transition
maneuver from hovering to forward flight.

II. THE LVT-VTOL AIRCRAFT MODEL

The LVT-VTOL aircraft model, whose scheme is depicted
in Figure 1, consists of two rigid bodies, a propulsion unit
and a fixed wing body, linked together through a joint
that allows the propulsive unit to direct the thrust in any
direction. Thanks to the orientable thrust the aircraft can
operate in a hovering regime (so that it can take off and
land vertically) and standard forward flight regime together
with any combination of the two.

The controls acting on the LVT-VTOL are the thrust
force, the torque to orient the propulsion unit, the elevator
deflection on the fixed-wing body and the deflection of a
movable vane located at the bottom of the propulsion unit.

Next, we introduce three reference frames that will be
useful in the development of the LVT-VTOL dynamic model.
Formally, we have the following reference frames and param-
eters of the rigid bodies
• F s - Spatial Frame. It is a fixed inertial frame with x-z

axes oriented in a north-down fashion.
• F a - Aircraft Frame. It is a frame attached to the fixed

wing ’aircraft’ body. The center of mass of the rigid
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Fig. 1: LVT-VTOL aircraft model with reference frames

body is located at (xc, zc) in this reference frame and
the body mass is ma. The moment of inertia about the
center of mass of the rigid body is Iay .

• F p - Propulsion Frame. It is a frame attached to the
propulsion unit. In this frame the center of mass of
the rigid body is located at (0, 0) with mass mp. The
moment of inertia about the center of mass is Ipy .

We take the point of intersection of the joint hinging the rigid
bodies as the origin for the aircraft and propulsion frames.

We compute the aircraft dynamic model by use of the
Lagrangian analysis. The set of generalized coordinates that
describes our model is

q = (x, z, θ, θp)

where the subscript p for θp stands for “propulsion unit”.
Referring to Figure 1, (x, z) is the spatial position of the
fixed wing body (and thus of the aircraft) with respect to
the inertial (spatial) frame; the angles θ and θp parameterize
the orientation of the aircraft frame F a with respect to the
inertial frame and the propulsion frame F p with respect to
the aircraft frame respectively.

The propulsion pitch angle θp is defined so that in hover
θp ≈ π

2 , while θp ≈ 0 in forward flight. To be consistent
with real aircrafts, we restrict the range of operation of our
aircraft model so that the value of θ is bounded by ‖θ‖ < π

2
and the value of θp is restricted to −π4 and 3π

4 .
Let q =

[
x z θ θp

]T
, the LVT-VTOL planar dy-

namic model is given by the system of dynamic equations
M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) + G(q) = Υ, where the mass matrix
M(q), the Coriolis vector C(q, q̇) and the gravity vector
G(q) are exploited in (1), while the vector of generalized
forces and moments Υ will be specified in the next section.
For the sake of compactness we sometimes use the notations
cθ and sθ for cos θ and sin θ respectively.

III. AERODYNAMICS AND CONTROLS

In this section we exploit the external forces and moments
generated by the propulsion unit and by the aerodynamics.

A. Aerodynamics of the fixed wing body
We use a standard formulation in flight dynamics for the

aerodynamic forces and moments, [13], [14]. The longitu-
dinal aerodynamic force is the sum of two perpendicular

components: the Drag (directed along the airflow velocity)
and the Lift (perpendicular to the airflow direction). A
pitching moment is also taken into account when the pitch-
axis does not pass through the center of pressure. Formally,
let Fw denote the classical wind frame, i.e., a reference frame
whose x-axis points in the direction of the velocity vector,
and the z axis is chosen so that vectors in the wind frame
are transformed into the body frame with a simple rotation

R -α =

[
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

]
.

The angle α is called angle of attack and is defined as
tanα = vaz

vax
, where va = (vax, vaz)

T is the velocity of
the aerodynamic center expressed in the body frame Fa.

Aerodynamic forces (Drag and Lift) are conventionally ex-
pressed in wind-frame coordinates in terms of dimensionless
coefficients called aerodynamic coefficients, i.e.[

D
L

]
=

1

2
ρ‖va‖2S

[
CD(α) + CDδe(α)δe
CL(α) + CLδe(α)δe

]
where ρ is the air density, S is the wetted surface of the
fixed wing body, va is the velocity of the fixed wing body
aerodynamic center and δe is the elevator deflection.

Figure 2 shows a scheme of the drag and lift forces
together with the wind, body and inertial reference frames.

Fig. 2: Lift and Drag of the fixed wing body and reference frames

Sometimes it is more convenient to express the aero-
dynamic forces in the body-frame in terms of equivalent
aerodynamic coefficients. Let CX(α) and CZ(α) be the
aerodynamic coefficients in the body-frame with CXδe (α) and
CZδe(α) the derivatives with respect to the elevator deflection.
The aerodynamic forces in body-frame coordinates are

F aa =

[
F aax
F aaz

]
=

1

2
ρ‖va‖2S

[
CX(α) + CXδe (α)δe
CZ(α) + CZδe(α)δe

]
. (2)

The aerodynamic (pitching) moment is expressed directly in
the body frame and is given by

Ma =
1

2
ρV 2Sc̄Cm (3)

where c̄ is the length of the chord of the wing.
Since we are interested in designing maneuvers in the

entire range of operation of the LVT-VTOL, i.e. from vertical
take off to forward flight, we need an expression for the
aerodynamic coefficients over the entire range of angles of
attack (thus also where they are not conventionally defined).

We propose an analytic expression for the drag, lift and
moment coefficients over the range of the angles of attack
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0 ma +mp −ma(zcsθ + xccθ) 0

ma(zccθ − xcsθ) −ma(zcsθ + xccθ) ma(x
2
c + z2c )+Iay+Ipy Ipy
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ẍ
z̈

θ̈

θ̈p

+


−maθ̇

2(zcsθ + xccθ)

−maθ̇
2(zccθ − xcsθ)

0
0

+

 0
−(ma +mp)g

mag(zcsθ + xccθ)
0

 = Υ

(1)

[−π, π]. We use sinusoidal functions that preserve the main
coefficients shape in standard regimes. For example, the drag
coefficient is positive in the entire range and in forward
flight is an even function of the angle of attack. The lift and
moment coefficients range from negative to positive values
and in forward flight are odd functions of the angle of attack
with respectively positive and negative derivatives. A similar
model was proposed in [15]. The analytic expressions are

CD = AD cos(ωDα+ φD) + hD

CL = AL sin(ωL α+ φL ) + hL

CM = AM sin(ωMα+ φM ) + hM

CDδe = ADδe sin(ωDδe)α+ φD) + hDδe
CLδe = ALδe sin(ωLδeα+ φLδe) + hLδe
CMδe = AMδe cos(ωMδe α+ φMδe ) + hMδe ,

where the sinusoids coefficients used in the paper are
AD = 1 ωD = 2 φD = 0 hD = -2
ADδe = 1.87 · 10−4 ωDδe = 2.58 φDδe = -0.87 hDδe = 10−4

AL = -6.5 · 1.7 ωL = 2 φL = 0 hL = 2
ALδe = 3.9 · 10−2 ωLδe = 0.55 φLδe = -0.61 hLδe = -3.2
AM = -0.2 ωM = 1 φM = 0 hM = 0
AMδe = 0.0013 ωMδe = 3.1 φMδe = -0.018 hMδe = 9 · 10−3

while the behavior of CD, CL and CM with respect to α
is depicted in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Aerodynamic coefficients CD, CL and CM for α ∈ [−π, π]

Let xa =
[
xa za

]T
be the position of the aerodynamic

center of the wing in the aircraft frame. Then its position in
the inertial frame is given by xsa = x +Rθxa, where x is
the position of F a with respect to the inertial frame F s and

Rθ =

[
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

]
.

The linear velocity of the aerodynamic center is given by:

ẋsa = ẋ+ Ṙaxa =

[
ẋ− θ̇(xasθ − zacθ)
ż − θ̇(xacθ + zasθ)

]
= Ja(q)q̇

where

Ja(q) =

[
1 0 zacθ − xasθ 0
0 1 −xacθ − zasθ 0

]
is the Jacobian expressing ẋsa in generalized coordinates.

The aerodynamic force expressed in the inertial frame is
obtained from the force in the body frame by a rotation of θ,
that is F sa = RθF

a
a, so that the vector τ a,a of generalized

forces and moments due to F sa is given by

τ a =


Fax(δe)
Faz (δe)
MFa(δe)

0

 = JTa (q)F sa.

The aerodynamic moment Ma in (3) is also the generalized
moment along the velocity θ̇ (while no other contributions
are generated by Ma along the other generalized velocities).

B. Aerodynamics of the movable vanes

The movable vanes are little wings located at the bottom
of the propulsion unit. We consider two movable vanes and
model both of them as a single wing capable of generating
a threefold aerodynamic action (drag and lift forces and a
pitching moment) as depicted in Figure 4. The force vector
generated by the movable vanes is given by

Fwv =

[
Dv

Lv

]
= −ρV 2

vaneSvδv

[
CDv
CLv

]
, (4)

where Sv is the surface of the movable vane and Vvane
is the airspeed in the propulsion unit wash. The force is
expressed in the “vanes wind-frame” , which is coincident
with the propulsion frame F p, since the air flow is oriented
as the propulsion bucket. This force is applied at the pressure
point (−hvane, rvane), measured in the propulsion frame.
This provides an additional pitching moment MFv . The
aerodynamic moment, expressed in the body (propulsion)
frame, is given by

Mv = ρV 2
vanecvSvCmvδv.

We assume that CDv , CLv and Cmv are constant since we
expect the angle δv to be reasonably small.

Using classical actuator theory, [16], it is possible to obtain
an expression of the airspeed Vvane in terms of the thrust T .
In the paper we set Vvane = c0T

1
2 , where c0 is a constant

depending on the propulsion unit physical properties.
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Fig. 4: Movable vanes taken as a single wing who provide a double
aerodynamic action by the deflection δv through the airspeed Vvane

The aerodynamic force generated by the movable vanes
expressed in the inertial frame is obtained by rotating the
force in equation (4) of an angle θ + θp, i.e.

F sv = −ρV 2
vaneSvδv

[
cos(θ + θp) sin(θ + θp)
− sin(θ + θp) cos(θ + θp)

] [
CDv
CLv

]
.

The vector τv of generalized forces and moments due to the
force F sv is obtained by computing the Jacobian Jv along
the same line as in the previous section, so that

τ v =


Fvx(δv, T )
Fvz (δv, T )
MFv (δv, T )
MFv (δv, T )

 = JTv (q)F sv.

C. Vector of generalized forces/moments and control inputs

We are now ready to provide an explicit expression for
the vector of generalized forces and moments Υ in (1).

The forces and moments acting on the LVT-VTOL are:
• the thrust force provided by the propulsion unit and

acting on the center of mass of the propulsion unit body.
• the control torque τp to tilt the propulsion unit.
• the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the fixed

wing body.
• the aerodynamic forces and moments provided by the

movable vanes at the bottom of the propulsion bucket.
Remark 3.1: In our model we neglect the aerodynamics

generated by the surface of the propulsion unit as well as
the derivatives of the aerodynamic input controls. �

Since the thrust force is applied at the center of mass of the
propulsion unit (thus at the center of the body and propulsion
frames), the generalized thrust forces, Tx and Tz , are

Tx = T cos(θ + θp)

Tz = −T sin(θ + θp),

The torque τp acts directly on the velocity θ̇p and thus affects
only the generalized moment along the velocity θ̇p.

Thus, component-wise the vector Υ is given by:

Υx = Fax(δe) + Fvx(δv, T ) + T cos(θ + θp)

Υz = Faz (δe) + Fvz (δv, T )− T sin(θ + θp)

Υθ = Ma(δe) +MFa(δe) +MFv (δv, T )

Υθp = Mv(δv) +MFv (δv, T, α, αp) + τp

where F a and F v are the aerodynamic forces acting on the
fixed wing body and movable vanes respectively (i.e., at their
aerodynamic centers), MFa , MFv are the pitching moments
due to the aerodynamic forces (applied at the aerodynamic
center, which in general is different from the center of mass),
Ma, Mv are aerodynamic (pitching) moments with respect
to the aerodynamic center, T is the magnitude of the thrust
force directed along the positive x axis of the propulsion
frame Fp (applied at the center of the reference frame), and
τp is the control torque acting at the pitch joint.

The generalized forces and moments depend on the vector
of control inputs

u = [ T τp δe δv ]T .

IV. EQUILIBRIUM MANIFOLD

In this section we analyze the equilibrium manifold of the
LVT-VTOL, i.e. the set of all flight trajectories for which
the dynamically important variables are constant. The key
purpose of this study is to develop an understanding of the
range of model validity. In the flight dynamics literature
these “constant trajectories” are often referred to as trimming
trajectories and the procedure of computing them is known
as “trimming the aircraft”. For the LVT-VTOL aircraft, we
require the propulsion unit angle θp to be constant. This
implies that the system may be treated as a typical aircraft,
with the exception that hovering is possible. Finding constant
trajectories requires the solution of a set of nonlinear equa-
tions expressing the fact that all accelerations must be zero.
Thus, a trimming trajectory is given by the configuration of
generalized coordinates and control inputs such that

M(q)−1[−C(q, q̇)q̇ −G(q) + Υ] = 0, (5)

which can be written as: g(θ, θp, ẋ, ż, T, τp, δe, δv) = 0,
where g : R8 → R4 is suitably defined. Thus, we need
to solve a system of four nonlinear equations in eight
unknowns. We parametrize the trimming trajectories by
using the propulsion unit orientation θp, the velocity V =√
ẋ2 + ż2 and the flight-path angle γ (i.e. the angle between

the velocity vector and the inertial frame horizontal axis).
In the equilibrium manifold computation, we assume that

the movable vanes are useful in hover and vertical flight, but
irrelevant in forward flight, while the elevator is significant
only in forward flight. Thus, we set δe = 0 when computing
the equilibrium manifold in hover and vertical take off, and,
δv = 0 in forward flight. We expect this condition to hold
approximately also in neighboring regions.

To compute the equilibrium manifold in hover and vertical
flight we gather the values for T (thrust), τp (pitch-joint
torque), δv (movable vanes deflection) and θ (pitch angle)
solving system (5) for different values of velocity and
propulsion angle. That is, set the constant values for speed,
flight-path angle (in this case γ = π/2) and propulsion angle,
we compute the control inputs and the angle of attack that
trim the dynamic model. Varying the given parameters we
obtain the sequences of equilibria in Figure 5.

The same test is performed for the forward flight con-
figuration, i.e. γ = 0. Looking at the behavior of the
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(c) Movable vanes deflection δv .
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(f) Elevator δe.

Fig. 5: Equilibrium manifold for: (i) hover to vertical flight (a-c) and constant altitude forward flight (d-f). Specifically: (i) V = 0÷1m/s,
γ=90 deg, θp=(90, 80, 70, 60) deg (blue to cyan), and (ii) V = 5÷ 30m/s, γ=0 deg, θp = 0÷ 40 deg.

dynamic model at slower speed, we see that the angle of
attack increases toward the value π/2 (Figure 5d) if the
propulsion angle is small (the LVT-VTOL needs a higher
angle of attack in order to balance gravity by the thrust and
to increase the lift force), whereas it tends to decrease when
the propulsion is rotated. This provides useful hints for the
transition maneuvers.

V. TRAJECTORY EXPLORATION VIA LEAST SQUARE
OPTIMAL CONTROL

Complex dynamic interactions make the development of
maneuvers highly nontrivial. To this end, we use nonlinear
least squares trajectory optimization to explore system tra-
jectories. That is, we consider the optimal control problem

min ‖(x(·), u(·))− (xd(·), ud(·))‖2L2
/2

subj ẋ = f(x, u) , x(0) = x0 ,

where ‖ · ‖L2
is a weighted L2 norm on [0, T ] 1 and

(xd(·), ud(·)) is a desired curve used as a trajectory explo-
ration design parameter. Writing the least squares trajectory
functional as h(ξ) = ‖(x(·), u(·))−(xd(·), ud(·))‖2L2

/2 with
ξ = (x(·), u(·)), the optimization problem becomes

min
ξ∈T

h(ξ) (6)

where T is the manifold of bounded trajectories (x(·), u(·))
on [0, T ]. To facilitate the local exploration of trajectories of

1TheL2 weights are design variables that reflect the relative importance
(or confidence) of certain components of the desired curve.

this highly coupled nonlinear system, we use the Projection
Operator Newton method developed in [12], see also [17].
The time varying trajectory tracking control law

ẋ =f(x, u), x(0) = x0,

u(t) =µ(t) +K(t)(α(t)− x(t))

defines the projection operator P : ξ= (α, µ) 7→ η= (x, u),
taking the curve ξ = (α, µ) to the trajectory η = (x, u).
Using the projection operator to locally parametrize the
trajectory manifold, we may convert the constrained opti-
mization problem (6) into one of minimizing the uncon-
strained functional g(ξ) = h(P (ξ)). Minimization of the
trajectory functional is accomplished by iterating over the
following Newton descent method, where ξi indicates the
current trajectory iterate and ξ0 is an initial trajectory.
Algorithm (projection operator Newton method)
Given initial trajectory ξ0 ∈ T
For i = 0, 1, 2...

design K defining P about ξi
search direction

ζi = arg min
ζ∈TξiT

Dg(ξi) · ζ +
1

2
D2g(ξi)(ζ, ζ)

step size γi = arg minγ∈(0,1] g(ξ + γζi);
project ξi+1 = P(ξi + γiζi).

end
Note that the two main steps of designing the K and
searching for the descent direction involve the solution of
suitable (well known) LQ optimal control problems.
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(d) Propulsion orientation θp
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(e) Elevator δe
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(f) Movable vanes deflection δv

Fig. 6: Trajectory exploration: vertical take-off/forward flight transition for the LVT-VTOL. Specifically: vertical take-off at V = 0.5m/s,
θp = 90,deg; change of flight-path angle from 90 to 0 degree with forward speed V = 0÷ 20m/s, θp = 30,deg. The desired curve is
the thick dashed line, the optimal trajectory is the thick solid line, while the light solid lines are trajectories of the intermediate instances
of the projection operator Newton method.

A. The vertical take-off/forward flight transition

We compute a transition maneuver from hovering (ż =
−0.5m/s and θp = π/2) to forward flight (ẋ = 20m/s
and θp ' 0). In the computation of this transition, a
very naive choice was made for the desired trajectory.
The two stationary conditions at hover and forward flight
(with corresponding propulsion angles) were computed and
then a smooth transition of all configuration variables was
chosen. Nevertheless, the optimization procedure provides
an interesting transition trajectory that satisfies the system
dynamics. In effect, the optimization works to spread out
the inconsistencies in the desired trajectory to obtain a
dynamically feasible trajectory. The curves in Figure 6 depict
the result of the optimization procedure with a choice of
L2 weights for measuring the distance between curves. For
this choice, the velocities follow the desired curves in a
reasonable manner. In contrast, the propulsion angle and the
elevator exhibit interesting lead and overshoot phenomena
that deserve further attention in the future. Some of the
most interesting excursions from the desired (unrealistic)
curves are those associated with the aircraft pitch attitude
and elevator. As noted above, the desired curves were chosen
as a smooth combination of two sets of equilibrium values
without reflecting what is needed during maneuvering. To
make up for this naive choice of the desired curve, the
optimization has found that a temporary decrease (increase)
in the pitch (elevator) helps in the execution of the maneuver.
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